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PARALLEL TURNING

Nordic skiers start your engines ...
Bridger Ski Foundation fires up Bozeman Community Cup Race Series along with Thursday Night Time Trials
BY KIM IBES

FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS, Bridger Ski Foundation (BSF) has been grooming and coaching Bozeman’s youth onward toward winter Olympic dreams.
This nonprofit organization has cultivated a culture
of skiing, be it alpine, freestyle or Nordic, deep
within the psyche of area residents. And though its
expert coaching staff is well known for nurturing
racing buffs, this epic ski organization is also the
backbone for Bozeman’s cross-country recreational
skiing.
For the 2013-2014 cross-country ski season, BSF
has created two new Nordic programs designed
to spread the love for cross-country ski racing and
propel area residents, from age five to 95, onto their
70-kilometers of groomed classic and skate tracks.
With no coach, no pressure, and just a few shekels,
($5 for non-BSF members), you can choose to take
part in either the Bozeman Citizen’s Cup, its new
community race series, or race against yourself in a
series of Thursday night time trials.
“We would like these new series of races to bring
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Sprucing up your parallel turns will improve your skiing

WHETHER IT’S A CARVED ARC, a surfy
schmear or a dainty swoosh, the parallel
turn is the foundational move in skiing. It
is infinitely adaptable for varying speeds,
snow conditions and intentions. But it’s
early season, and the volume knob on our
skiing may not be dialed up to 10 just yet.
Maybe now is a good time to dissect that
parallel turn as we log our first runs of the
winter.
When we teach new skiers, many of
them quickly graduate to finishing their
turns with their skis parallel. As a skier
progresses, the point in the turn when the
skis become parallel happens earlier and
earlier until the skier is executing a parallel move from start to finish. Except when
they don’t. A little, stubborn remnant of
a wedge or a stepping move remains in
the early part of the turn for many skiers.
Particularly when we’re uncomfortable,
tired, or skiing off-groomed. What’s up
with that?
Skiers who use a snowplow (AKA
wedge) turn keep their weight between
their feet which is why it feels so safe —
your weight never really travels very far
out from under you. This seems stable

and secure but
is also inefficient
and exhausting.
By contrast, in a
parallel turn the
skier’s mass is not
between their feet,
it is well off to one
side — the inside
of the turn. If you
BY KARIN KIRK
squint and imagine
what a parallel turn
feels like, you’re leaned over, right? In fact,
you can’t really demonstrate this move in
your kitchen unless you support yourself
against the counter to give you something to simulate the forces of the turn.
(Don’t pretend you’ve never shredded the
gnar in your kitchen, either, you know you
have!) At the end of the turn your weight
crosses over your feet and off to the other
side in the next turn. (Those of you following along in the kitchen, lean against
the opposite counter now.) So the recipe
for a parallel turn is simple — your weight
passes from one side to the other as you
change direction, allowing you to balance
against the pull generated by the turn.

The moment when your weight passes
over your feet and enters the new turn is
an illuminating one. It conveys the movements you’ve used to create the turn, it
tells us if you are in balance and it reveals
the gusto with which you are headed into
the next turn. If any of those three things
is off (mechanics, balance, purpose) your
weight most likely won’t proceed directly
toward that new turn. Incidentally, the
direction you’ll be moving at that point is
down the hill to some degree or another.
There is something fundamentally hardwired into most people that advises us
against hucking our mass down the hill,
particularly when the terrain is obscured
by flat light, clad in gravel-studded ice, or
is otherwise uninviting. So that is where
a small hesitation, balance correction or
additional braking movements enter the
picture. The result is a tiny wedge, a step
with the inside ski, or a brief widening
of the stance to create a more stable
platform to move from. Once the turn is
under way, things return to parallel.
As a ski instructor, I view those movements more as something that illuminates
a skier’s underlying technique rather than
an imperfection to be erased. Is the hesitation due to fear? Or because too much
speed has built up in the turn? Or because
the skier is not quite in balance and
therefore can’t get their weight to cross
over into the next turn? Those are the
interesting factors and the ones worth
exploring as we make our journey toward
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even more people out to
The second program, BSF’s new
For more event inforenjoy our trails, espeThursday Night Time Trials series,
mation on the Bozeman
cially those who have
will bounce locations between Lindley
Citizen’s Cup: http://www.
never worn a racing
Park, Highland East Trails, and Bozebridgerskifoundation.org/
bib before,” encourages
man Creek. “It’s a great chance to get
bozeman-cup/
Dragan Danevski, BSF’s
in a good workout and find out what
For more event information
Nordic program director
racing is all about in a more casual
on the Thursday Night Time Triand head coach.
atmosphere,” said Trygstad-Saari. Time
als and following Social Hour:
The Bozeman Citizen’s
trials will start in December and run
http://www.bridgerskifounCup kicks off Saturday,
through the end of February. Registradation.org/nordic-masters/
Dec. 28 with a 5k and
tion begins at 4 p.m. and the time trials
10k classic technique
at 4:30 p.m.
hill climb up BozeBoth series are open to Nordic skiers
man Creek. There will be five races in all, running
of all ages, techniques, fitness levels and experience.
through the end of March. The Citizen’s Cup mixes
BSF and its community partners will raffle prizes
it up between classic and skate techniques, and varand provide post-race refreshments following each
ies the race locations, duration, and start times. The
Bozeman Citizen Cup event. Not to be outdone,
one constant will be its low-key vibe and focus on
participants in the Thursday Night Race Series are
eliciting smiles from its participants.
invited to relax, cool down, or warm up at the new
“In the past we put on a race around the New Year
Thursday Night Social Hour directly following the
up Bozeman Creek and a few casual races at Lindley.
time trials.
This year we’re combining and adding and making it
“The whole idea is for people to use this as motiinto a series that’s put on well and also fun,” said Kris- vation, meet other Nordic skiers, get in some extra
tina Trygstad-Saari, BSF Nordic masters head coach.
training, and enjoy the trails,” said Danevski. t
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A basic parallel turn. It all boils down to frame 3 where the skier has left the old turn and is moving into the new one. You can see that
the skis stay parallel throughout the whole sequence and the skier’s weight moves cleanly from one side to the other.
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better, more efficient and more giggleinducing turns. So as you return to the
slopes this month, take a moment to take
stock of your parallel turns and see what it
might reveal about your skiing. You might
be surprised at what you discover!
Do you really want to lean into the hill?
There’s a common misconception that
we should be careful with here. In a parallel
turn, you don’t want to intentionally lean
into the hill to generate the turn. Ideally the
turn is created with your feet, legs or skis as
you tip the skis on edge or steer your feet
around the turn. Due to the forces created
by moving around the turn at a happy rate
of speed, your body will naturally move
toward the inside of the turn to balance
against those forces. The faster you go, the
more you can lean toward the slope. But it’s
important to note that leaning in toward
the hill is a result of the turn, it ought not
be a purposeful move in and of itself. Create the turn with your feet, then balance
with your whole body. Got it? t
Karin Kirk is a ski instructor and staff
trainer at Bridger Bowl, where she watches
everyone’s turn transitions from the chairlift. Yes, even yours. She can be reached at
karin@kirkframeworks.com.

